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Taibbi thinks, not unreasonably, that Carlson s opinions do a lot less damage to the Republic than the intelligence community s continuing habit of spying on, and leaking the details of the ...
Tucker Carlson: This Is Fun; I m Like Lenny Bruce in 1963
Carlson is claiming that the NSA monitored his communications for political reasons, implying there was no legal basis for the alleged surveillance. There

s no independent proof of that ...

Tucker Carlson says the NSA is spying on him. Is that even plausible?
Fox News host Tucker Carlson made headlines last week when he accused the federal government of spying on him, but most voters think such surveillance is likely.
Government Spying On Journalists? Most Voters Think So
Swan goes on to say that two sources familiar with Carlson

s communications said his two Kremlin intermediaries live in the United States, but the sources could not confirm whether both are American ...

Tucker Carlson Was Trying to Get a Putin Interview ‒ And May Have Been Talking to a Russian Foreign Agent : Report
The NSA denied the targeting of Carlson, but did not deny that his communications were incidentally collected. They tweeted: 'On June 28, 2021, Tucker Carlson alleged that the National Security ...
Tucker Carlson reveals he was trying to secure interview with Putin when the NSA 'spied on him and planned to leak his emails to paint him as a Russian operative' and says the ...
O n a Thursday afternoon in June, five months after Inauguration Day, I asked Tucker Carlson whether Joe Biden was the legitimately elected President of the United States. This was halfway through a ...
Talking With Tucker Carlson, the Most Powerful Conservative in America
The National Security Agency on Tuesday denied spying on Fox News host Tucker Carlson after he accused the agency of monitoring his electronic communications in an attempt to take his show off the ...
NSA denies spying on Fox News host Tucker Carlson
Axios reported that U.S. government officials learned of Carlson

s efforts to secure the interview, but the site did not confirm that his communication was intercepted. Related Story Tucker ...

Tucker Carlson Confirms That He Sought Vladimir Putin Interview, Claims NSA Unmasked Him And Leaked Emails To Journalists
SAN ANTONIO ̶ Hours after Tucker Carlson called the nation's top military officer a "pig," veterans demanded USAA pull advertising from the Fox News ... We haven't done this in two years,'" UTSA ...
Veterans slam USAA for something it hasn't done in two years
Last week, Carlson stated that the NSA was spying on him and his communications in an attempt to remove his show from Fox News. On Wednesday morning, he appeared on the Fox Business show Mornings ...
Tucker Carlson Confirms He Wanted to Interview Putin, Says NSA 'Unmasked' Him
Swan said he had not confirmed if any of Carlson s communications were intercepted and if so, why. On Wednesday, Carlson said he did not tell anyone about the attempt to reach out to these ...
Tucker Carlson Confirms Report That He Had Sought Vladimir Putin Interview Before Making NSA Surveillance Claim
During his June 28 show, Carlson alleged that a whistleblower contacted him and said the NSA "is monitoring our electronic communications and is planning to leak them in an attempt to take this ...
Report: Tucker Carlson was trying to get an interview with Putin before he made NSA claim
Last week, my Fox colleague Tucker Carlson had a similar experience when an NSA whistleblower revealed to him that the NSA was monitoring his communications. He reported this on his Fox television ...
In defense of Tucker Carlson ¦ Napolitano
Tucker Carlson is reportedly upset with Fox News ... over claims the spy agency obtained the Fox News host

s email communications arranging an interview with Russian president Vladimir Putin.

Tucker Carlson angry at bosses for not backing him over NSA spying claims, report says
For nearly two weeks, Fox News host Tucker Carlson has been claiming on air that the National Security Agency is "monitoring our electronic communications and is planning to leak them in an ...
Fox News host Tucker Carlson seems scandalized reporters are investigating his NSA spying claims
Tucker Carlson emailed Russian "intermediaries" in the United States about an interview with Vladimir Putin before he claimed the National Security Agency was spying on his communications ...
Tucker Carlson was trying to set up Putin interview amid claims of NSA spying, report says
Carlson has said that his communications seeking an interview with Vladimir Putin were intercepted by the NSA, and his identity - which should by law have been kept a secret - was 'unmasked' by ...
National security law expert tells Tucker Carlson that if the NSA leaked his emails seeking interview with Putin to the media it would be 'a serious federal crime'
Last week, my Fox colleague Tucker Carlson had a similar experience when an NSA whistleblower revealed to him that the NSA was monitoring his communications. He reported this on his Fox television ...
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